Rome to Rome
LANDSCAPES, ART AND FLAVOURS

GUIDED TOUR
10 days
From Rome to Rome
A ride through the Italian peninsula, rich in art and culture, breathtaking
landscapes and excellent food and wine. At every turn you will be
breathless to the amazement of its landscapes.

Itinerary
DAY 1 Rome
Arrival in Rome early in the morning. Meeting with our guide and transfer to the hotel.
Afternoon free for a first relaxing approach with the capital of Italy and also of the Lazio Region.
Rome’s history spans more than 2500 years, since its legendary founding in 753 BC and it is referred
to as “The Eternal City”. In the ancient world it was successively the capital city of the Roman
Kingdom, the Roman Republic and the Roman Empire, and is regarded as one of the birthplaces
of Western civilization. Dinner and overnight at the hotel.

DAY 2 Rome
Hotel breakfast and full day tour of Rome. You will see the Fori Imperiali, the Colosseum,
Constantine’s Arch, and all the other most astonishing sights of Ancient Rome. Lunch on your own.
Time for a stroll in Piazza di Spagna, with worldfamous Trinità dei Monti steps, take a picture by the
Trevi Fountain, Piazza Navona and, finally reach the Pantheon. Return to hotel to pick up the bikes.
Dinner and overnight.

DAY 3 Rome - Florence (via Siena, Montepulciano, Montalcino) 311 km
It’s time to begin our motorcycle road trip!
Hotel breakfast and leave for Siena, one of the most beautiful medioeval towns in Italy. Its historic
centre has been declared by UNESCO a World Heritage Site. It is one of the nation’s most visited
tourist attractions, and its famous for its cuisine, art, museums, medieval cityscape and the Palio, a
horse race in traditional costumes. Driving through the beautiful region of the Chianti wine. The
tradition of cultivating vines in Chianti goes back a long time in history, back to the Etruscans that
inhabited the area before the Roman empire. In 1984, Chianti obtained the denomination
D.O.C.G. (Denominazione d’Origine Controllata e Garantita, or Controlled and Guaranteed
Denomination of Origin), which is the highest type of recognition for quality Italian wines.
Continue to Florence, the wonderful heart of the Renaissance, and the capital city of the Italian
Region of Tuscany. Centre of medieval European trade and finance and one of the wealthiest
cities of the time, Florence is considered the birthplace of the Renaissance, and has been called
the Athens of the Middle Ages. A turbulent political history includes periods of ruling by the
powerful Medici family, and numerous religious and republican revolutions. From 1865 to 1871 the
city was also the capital of the recently established Kingdom of Italy. The historic centre attracts
millions of tourists each year, and Florence is ranked as one of the most visited cities in the world.
Declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1982, the city contains numerous museums and art
galleries, such as the Uffizi Gallery and the Pitti Palace and still exerts an influence in the fields of
art, culture and politics. Florence is also an important city in Italian fashion, being ranked within the
top fifty fashion capitals of the world.
Dinner and overnight.

DAY 4 Florence – La Spezia (via Lucca e Pisa) 172 km
Hotel breakfast and leave for La Spezia, stopping to visit Lucca and Pisa. For its monumental and
historic wealth, Lucca has been proposed as addition to Unesco World Heritage Sites. The old town
has preserved its medieval appearance with ancient churches, bell towers and monumental
renaissance palaces. Lunch on your own. Afternoon arrival in Pisa, famous for the monumental
Cathedral and the Leaning Tower. In the evening arrival to La Spezia.
Dinner and overnight

DAY 5 La Spezia (Cinque Terre)
Hotel breakfast. Full day trip to the Cinque Terre in Liguria, where the coast is punctuated by
picturesque small fishing villages. You’ll enjoy the views of these picturesque - postcards villages
and a boat ride or train ride along the coast. Lunch on your own. Return to La Spezia.
Dinner and overnight.

DAY 6 La Spezia - Verona 260 km
Departure for Verona. From La Spezia, after passing the Eastern Apennines, the path runs flat
without particular glimpses or points of interest. So we recommend starting early in the morning to
arrive in the city of Romeo and Juliet as soon as possible. Registered in the list of World Heritage
Sites, home of the Arena, dating back to 1st Century a.d. - once a land of struggle between
gladiators and now the world's largest open lyric theater - and frame of Romeo and Juliet, Verona
is a place of art and love . Other city’s main attractions includes Castelvecchio, Gavi Arch, Borsari
Gate, Pietra Bridge and the Roman Theatre. Then you will walk to the Scaligera Arches before
reaching Piazza dei Signori, Piazza delle Erbe, Juliet’s house .
Dinner and overnight.

DAY 7 Verona - Venice 115 km
Hotel breakfast and leave for Venice, considered one of the most beautiful in the whole world.
Sited on a group of 118 small islands separated by canals and linked by bridges, it is located in the
marshy Venetian Lagoon which stretches along the shoreline, between the Po and the Piave Rivers.
Venice is renowned for the beauty of its setting, its spectacular architecture and its artworks. The
city in its entirety is listed as a World Heritage Site, along with its lagoon. You will get the chance to
see: St. Mark’s Square, St. Mark’s Basilica, the Doges Palace and the Bridge of Sighs that connects
the Palace to the prisons. Lunch on your own and relax time to walk up and down the romantic
canals crossed by narrow bridges. Return to your hotel, dinner and overnight.

DAY 8 Venice - Rimini 266 km
Take back our motorbikes to reach Rimini, the biggest seaside resort on the Adriatic Riviera. Rimini is
located in the southern part of Romagna between the Adriatic Sea and the gentle hills of the
Apennines, where, just 20 km, stands Mount Titano with the Republic of San Marino.
Before arriving in Rimini we will pass within the Regional Park of the Po and we will coast the Adriatic
Sea to the destination.
Dinner and overnight

DAY 9 Rimini – Rome 333 km
After breakfast departure for Rome. Stop in San Marino, nestled on the slopes of Mount Titano, is
the oldest Republic in the world, right next to the Romagna Riviera. From the top of its three symbol
towers, visitors can enjoy a truly incredible view, which opens onto the sea on one side and the hills
of Montefeltro on the other.
Continue to Perugia, with its medieval historic center and arrival in Rome in the evening. Release of
motorcycles, dinner and overnight .

DAY 10 Rome – Your destination
Hotel breakfast. Transfer to the airport and flight to your home country.
Overnight on board.
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